Branchfood is the launchpad for food innovation.

Established in 2015, we bring together all corners of the industry through curated events, investments, shared workspaces, and advisory support, connecting innovators and fostering growth to transform the food industry.
Branchfood’s integrated portfolio of organizations meets the needs of change-making innovators.

**branchfood**

Hub connecting innovators across the food supply chain through curated events, shared workspace, and advisory support.

EST. 2015

**BRANCH VENTURE GROUP**

Network of investors providing capital and industry expertise to high-growth food ventures with sustainable missions.

EST. 2017

**FOODEdge**

Annual food summit bringing together the industry’s leading minds to reveal the latest innovations shaping the food industry.

EST. 2018

---
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Branchfood partners with stakeholders across the food value chain to support their innovation goals.
Our advisory services provide solutions to a company's most important innovation objectives.

- **Customized Insights**
  - Roundtable conversations and expert-led, in-depth briefings on key priority topics supporting your growth/innovation goals.

- **Curated Community**
  - Matchmaking services and small-group networking gatherings to engage with the broad innovation community.

- **Thought Leadership**
  - Internal and external opportunities to activate your thought leadership within the food ecosystem.

15K Curated connections in the national & global food and agriculture industries

200 Strategic partnerships currently held with public and private institutions

174M Annual impressions achieved through industry programs
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